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Happiness is in the details. Really. On the surface, 2009 has gone from hopeful to disturbing and
finally to plain old scary in the course of 5 short months. Recently I’ve seen advertisements for
President Obama athletic shoes. Strangely, six months ago I might have considered wearing a pair
of those. Needless to say, I wouldn’t have paid for them, but if I could have ripped off a pair-why not?
That was how optimistic things (sort of) seemed. Now, as much as I respect the administration and
want to believe that the country is guided by sensible leadership, I am shivering with a kind of tooth
rattling dread about whatever is coming. Anywho…below the dread filled surface of modern
existence, I’m finding ways to smile. It’s an old family thing. We are an unwashed people who’ve
managed to stay amused despite generations of not looking for a hand-out or a hand-up, but the
merest wave of the hand to let us know that things are okay.
My happiness this week was in grilled cheese sandwiches. Dozens of ‘em. Once, in another life, I
was a restaurant line cook with a white coat and not much else. Cranky, overweight, never home.
The good life of a culinary school graduate. As much as I loved the life-the late nights of cooking and
drinking (not necessarily in that order), I chucked it all in order to work in my local hospital basement.
Suddenly, I found that I have a six year old daughter (who knew) and a wife that remembers me from
the slacker, pre-restaurant days. The job available to me at said local hospital was as a cafeteria
cook. Good benefits, but not so much room for culinary ingenuity. For a man that toiled to learn to
make acceptable pastry cream and once sold doubting diners blue risotto, this was a monumental
step backwards. Or was it? I find myself at the crossroads of “happiness” and “this isn’t too bad. I
found bliss this week in the simple act of trying to make grilled cheese sandwiches sixteen at a
time. There it is. What was it the Police sang? “When the world is running down, make the best of
what’s still around.”? Thank God I have a job and a great one. Sure, I don’t have all the trappings of
exterior success, but my spatula and I are doing just fine this week. There were other blissful
moments, too. This morning the child I barely knew two years ago, and I sat watching Arthur
cartoons and eating toast. Yesterday, I happily walked East into the sunrise. I had a great time just
being and was pretty happy-like one of the Tim Allen advertisements for Michigan, which I always
thought were about some other state. Maybe this isn’t my calling and things could possibly get
worse as the year progresses, but right now I’m enjoying the journey. Cheesy, I know.
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